NEXT GENERATION
PRINTABLE CAST FILM
HIGH PERFORMANCE

Are you looking for a
premium cast film,
easy to print and install?
THE190EVO, NEW GENERATION CAST FILM
ENGINEERED BY HEXIS IS MADE FOR YOU!
Our film is conformable, versatile, and has an excellent
gloss finish. These qualities make it suitable for use in
any circumstances and applications, such as vehicle fleet
branding, boat wrap, 2-wheelers or interior decoration.
THE190EVO may be used in combination
with our high performance cast laminates
PC190G (gloss) and PC190M3 (matt).

LOW INITIAL TACK / REPOSITIONABLE PRINTABLE CAST FILM

Why is THE190EVO so unique?

Product specifications

TAKE HEAT EASY® (THE) is a new structured
liner developed by HEXIS. The emboss has been
designed in order to lower the initial tack and
make the film easy to install even by beginners.

- 50 micron printable white film, gloss
- High performance cast PVC
- Permanent solvent-based acrylic adhesive,
grey adhesive face, with TAKE HEAT EASY® micro-structure
- Exterior and interior application
- Compatible inks: eco-solvent, solvent, latex and UV
- Durability/unprinted film: 10 years
(vertical exterior application)
- Available in 1370 & 1520mm x 45m

A new solvent-based adhesive has been developed
as well to combine with the TAKE HEAT EASY®
liner and create this specific tack you will get
addicted to!
Last but not least, our printable film has also
evolved. While remaining 50 micron thick, our
chemists have integrated a special layer to
provide a maximum opacity.

Choose the right laminate
- The matching laminate for usual combination is
the PC190 series (available in gloss and matt).
- For longer durability and high UV resistance, we
recommend PC500, a PVC-free protection (also
available in gloss and matt)
- For special effects, interior decoration projects,
unique finishes : PCCARBON (carbon fibre),
PCWOOD (wood effect), PCSTAR (glitter),
PCWALL (mineral)
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